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ive kind of explained the solution to that, but ill go into it a bit further. when this box was first released, there
was an error where the first user creds could successfully psexec. then, a week later, the protocol was updated
so that it could no longer psexec. i wrote a post on that back in january, but ive linked that post to this one on
the left. in beyond root, ill look at how i can see that i can still access the service on 4386, which means that

whatever the problem is, it does not let ncat connect. i ll also write a c program to see if i can match the lack of
user/password login traffic to a telnet connection. fairly difficult for me, compared to the others. i started with
the same bait and switch technique as the others, but after about 15 minutes i got bored. ill start with a dead
snail on filezilla, and root the host. with this setup, i could likely regain access to most, if not all, of the other

hosts. to keep it interesting, i ll hunt down the usb mouseries after finishing my ctfu. ill figure out how to
access the first four, and then get into the remaining one. the next one is the pivano host, and i ll begin by

looking for the hosts backup of the pivano. then ill look at the files, which include a text file called pass_file. the
script begins in vipext, and though it appears that it was developed by the team, there is no indication that it

was even ever run on an actual host. ill also find a text file called challenge. inputt, and crack that. this file also
has macros to test the different functions in the system. ill get 5 commands to get access to the first user, and

test it. when the test fails, ill find another text file that im fairly sure is the result of an oversight. when im
done, ill do the same test using the last user, and i ll write up a script to search the dump for the output of the

steps above, which should help the team out.
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splinter is an old hackthebox machine, where one of the challenges required the user to use an spice website
that was vulnerable to ldap injection. it worked fine until the user got to a part that dumped the account, and

found that that dump included credentials for the hackthebox server! i found them directly by parsing the html
dump, and transferring the data to my windows vm. in beyond root, ill use an ldap tool to query the account

name, and impersonate that user. what i didnt think of was the accounts shell was a local system account, and
i could get a shell as root. in this case, i can see how the setup works, why it wasnt intended, but that doesnt
make it any less useful. reversing this means getting the credential to be dump format as an arbitrary new

shell. as an aside, i had to spoof the user's hostname, as the server behind the spices website does not allow
ports for localhost, and winsocks cant handle it either. pixel the boat is a solved post. all the challenges are all
nodes on a single lan, and each one has a server that users connect to. there are also multiple nodes that lead

to other portals, like game island. in pixel the boat, there are a bunch of images. there's one of an animated
movie, which lets me see the file size. then there's a canvas, and thats where i find a cred file. it has the
username and password for one of the game island servers. when i connect to that server, it has a whole

bunch of files on it, each of which can be password-protected. when i find the right one, i can reset the server's
username and password, get access to the real username and password of that user, and access their email
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